
CHILLERTON & GATCOMBE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 

Minutes of the meeting held on Monday October 8th 2018 at the Reading Room. 

 

1. Members Present 

Paul Wells (PW); Gillian Belben (GB); Sue Barber (SB); Nigel Phillips (NP). 

2. Apologies 

Angie Newman (AN); David Attridge (DA); Ian Poulter (IP) 

3. Minutes 

Minutes of the last meeting were accepted. 

4. Matters Arising 

Wight Fire came and inspected the VH. 

The dead tree has yet to be dealt with. 

The reactive light at the VH entrance works, but not after a dull day. 

The new notice board outside the RR is up. 

NP will produce letter in the next few days. 

PW is continuing to work on Steve Hoyle to get him to run the Scarecrow Festival. 

Rene’s 100 birthday celebrations went well and her picture went into the County Press. 

Heavy curtains will go up this week. 

Policies and procedures are partially with the Parish Council. 

GB reported on the discussions at the Parish Council about VH parking.  They wish to 

allocate the place nearest the VH to the CGCA with a sign asking for it to be kept clear.  They 

(the PC) will either write to or call upon the people who have been using it indicating when 

the CGCA would be using it.  They want to start softly and avoid lockable posts.  They also 

do not wish the CGCA to use it for other than access to the VH.  The PC will make the sign. 

It has been established that the CGCA owns the notice board outside the VH. 

5. Treasurers, Maintenance and booking reports 

Treasurer 

As issued.   

GB raised concerns about the Charity Commission reporting requirements. SB and PW 

confirmed that the reports have been going in for some years.  We don’t need them to be 

audited for the CC until income exceeds £25k. 

GB and PW are concerned about replacing DA as treasurer when he leaves the post in July 

next year.  PW will sit down with DA to establish exactly what he does. 

Maintenance 



The VH back and North walls now complete, as is the RR roof, the RR notice board (thanks 

Doug) and picket fence. 

We have some rotting fence posts at the VH which PW will investigate. 

Doug is making us a new gate. 

We may need to reconsider lighting of the VH path. 

The fire alarm in the VH keeps beeping despite a new battery.  It will be completely 

replaced. 

GB has updated the VH inventory.  On Saturday she saw that a large number of second-hand 

plates, many chipped or glazed, had appeared ton the cupboard.  After discussion it was 

agreed that GB will dispose of them. The reason for this is that we need to maintain an 

accurate inventory and the guidance notes tell all hall users to take away items they bring. If 

committee members wish to add items this can be agreed at committee and the inventory 

updated. 

Bookings 

GB reports that the new booking system is working quite well. 

There is a new regular booking on Friday afternoons with workshops for home schoolers. 

Is the toddler’s group still meeting? PW to check with Nikki. 

The French group are wondering it they can split in two.  Would they need to pay more?  

Agreed not to charge again because both would be in the same ‘session’. 

A parent has booked the VH for a children’s’ party in December. 

6. Current Activities 

Beer and Buses: 

Bar rota is done. SB has got the party snacks and will create a price list. £1 will be charged 

for a machine coffee. PW has booked the music. DA has organised the table nibbles.  Beer 

will be delivered on Thursday – PW to be there.  Free snooker will take place on the furthest 

(second best) table by issuing a £1 coin from the bar to pay for 30 minutes of lighting.  SB 

will create ‘do not use’ signs for the best table. 

SB The Pizza Van season has finished so it is not an option for November. 

DA has booked a band for £80 for 30th November suggesting bread and soup to go with it. 

There was some concern that this commitment had been made without reference to the 

committee. In future commitments of this side should come to the committee first.  

This is the day after the Folk evening – PW will arrange for beer barrel for the two days. We 

will charge £3 for the soup and bread.  SB will draft out tickets and fliers – the last to cover 

the folk evening as well. 

The carols and the raffle will happen in December.  We expect to do the Bangers and Mash 

evening in January. 



The Scarecrow Association has not yet been wound up. Doug will make sure it happens.  PW 

will try and make sure Steve is still going to the organising next year.  SB suggested not 

running the tea rooms for all 9 days because many of the days took a lot of effort for a 

negligible return.  5 days would be better. SB suggested that the CGCA run the first three 

days only (Sat/Sun/Mon) with other groups being invited to run the other days to raise 

funds for their own organisations.  Also unused cakes could be sold at the RR in the 

evenings.  Suggested increasing charge for coffee and cake to £2. 

 

7. Fund raising 

Not yet received the £500 from Gareth from the Pop Inn.  Apparently he wants to know 

what we would use if for first. PW to speak to him. 

We have received a large box of biscuits from Rosemary Shirlaw (4 Lansdown Gdns).  NP to 

write thank you letter. 

8. AOB 

None. 

 

Next meeting  5th November in RR at 7.30.   

 

 


